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Meal Pattern Update

Eat Well Year ‘Round

October 1 is the date, the new meal pattern
goes into effect. If you have any questions
regarding the changes being made, please make
sure to speak with a FRAMAX representative.
This is also the time to make the switch to
KidKare, this will help with the new meal pattern
changes. Scan forms will become more tedious
with the new meal pattern changes. Please
utilize the information that was given to you by
your field representative; new meal patterns,
cereal list, calculation tip sheets, grain-based
dessert lists, and whole grains list (this
information is also on our FRAMAX website).
These items will also help with the transition to
the new meal pattern.

Preschoolers LOVE to copy what adults do.
They are likely to mimic your table manners, your
likes and dislikes, your willingness to try new
foods and your physical activities. Teach them to
eat well and be active year round.
Accept this monthly challenge to make
meaningful changes to promote healthy choices
for your child care family.

st

Remember:
 Juice will no be longer creditable for infants
and can only be served once per day to
children 1 year and older.
 A fruit and vegetable (or two different
vegetables) will be required for lunch and
dinner.
 Tofu will be creditable as a meat alternate.
 At least one serving of grains (per day) will be
required to be whole grain-rich.
 Grain-based desserts (ex: cookies, cakes,
doughnuts) will no longer be creditable.
 Breakfast cereals will need to have no more
than 6 grams of sugar (per dry ounce).
 Yogurt will need to have no more than 23
grams of sugar (per 6 ounces) to be
creditable.
 Only whole milk will be creditable for 1 year
olds, unless additional required
documentation is submitted and retained.
 Flavored milk will only be creditable for
children 6 and older, and only if it is fat-free.
 Food that is deep fried, in the day care home,
will no longer be creditable.

September
Bump up your servings of whole grains.
Sandwiches on whole wheat bread, tortillas, or
pita with colorful vegetables such as greens,
tomato, and avocado are yummy.
Tomatoes and corn abound this month; try them
in whole grain salads such as farro, brown rice,
barley, tabouli, or quinoa.
-Adapted from: CACFP Roundtable’s Nutrition Edition, Issue 32
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Provider Recognition

Working as a TEAM!!

Our Field Representatives would like to
acknowledge the following providers for their
excellent work noted during their monthly review.

FRAMAX is trying something NEW for our
monthly newsletter and it’s going to take the
help of our Providers to make this idea work.
We think it would be beneficial to our providers
to have an article for Referrals Needed (for
those providers that need children in care),
please contact the Modesto office at: (800)7554792 or fax your information to: (800)578-9891.
All FRAMAX needs is providers name, address,
contact number, and the age range of children
wanted in your care. FRAMAX will take this
information and place it in our monthly
newsletter, this way providers in the area that
may be full or down sizing their childcare can
pass the information along to the parents.







Amber Solis - North Highlands
Lucia Mendoza - Porterville
Dana Haumea - Los Banos
Linda Capdeville - Modesto
Diane Hollins - Fresno

We know that there are many providers that have
exceptional practices in their operation of the
CACFP. It is only possible, however, to
recognize a few each month.
Keep up the great work!
We are proud of everyone.
You could be next.

!!!Claim Due Dates!!!
Claims must be turned into FRAMAX offices on
the first working day of the month,
after the month of the claim.
FRAMAX will consider the claim to be
ON-TIME if: 1) It is personally
delivered and received in our office
no later than 5 PM on the 5th
calendar day of the month or 2) It
is postmarked on or before the 5th
calendar day of the month and
delivered to our offices by the US
Postal Service on or before the 9th
calendar day of the month. THERE
ARE NO EXCEPTIONS TO THIS
POLICY. YOU ARE RESPONSIBLE
FOR SUBMITTING YOUR CLAIM
ON TIME.

!!!Ultimo días de
reclamo!!!
Reclamaciones deben de ser entregadas a las
oficinas FRAMAX en el primer día laborable del
mes después del mes de la reclamación. Sin
embargo FRAMAX examinará la pretensión de
ser A-TIEMPO si: 1) personalmente son
entregadas y recibidas en nuestras
oficinas no más tarde de las 5PM en el
quinto día del calendario del mes o 2)
que son matasellados antes o el quinto
día calendario entregado a nuestras
oficinas por el US Postal Service en o
antes del noveno día de calendario del
mes. NO HAY EXCEPCIONES A
ESTA POLÍTICA. USTED ES
RESPONSABLE DE PRESENTAR SU
RECLAMACIÓN A TIEMPO.

La fecha límite para todas las
reclamaciones "escaneadas" es el último día del
mes siguiente al mes de la reclamación. La
The DEADLINE date for all Late “scannable”
reclamación final debe ser matasellado de esa
claims is the last working day of the month
following the claim month. The late claim must be fecha o entregada a nuestras oficinas en ese día.
SÓLO SE ACEPTAN RECLAMACIONES
postmarked by that date or delivered to our
TARDÍAS DE PROVEEDORES CON
office by that day. LATE CLAIMS ARE ONLY
CIRCUNSTANCIAS INUSUALES O CON
ACCEPTED FROM PROVIDERS WITH
UNUSUAL CIRCUMSTANCES OR
DIFICULTADES. No reembolsaremos por
HARDSHIPS. We cannot reimburse for any
cualquier reclamación recibida después de esta
claims received after this date. If you are not
fecha. Si no va a enviar un reclamo para el mes
submitting a claim for the month submit a ZERO presentar un “recuento de cero comida” en su
MEAL COUNT on your Claim Information
Forma para Reclamar Información (CIF).
Form.
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Referrals Needed
The following providers participate on the CACFP
with FRAMAX and are in need of day care
children. If you live in their area, and have
children to refer, they would really appreciate a
referral!! Providers must allow publishing of their
phone number for this referral service.
Jennifer Moitoso
Sherri Miller
Turlock
Modesto
Ages: 0-4yrs.
Ages: 0-12 yrs.
(209) 535-5835
(209) 544-1486
Josefine Barbin
Ruht Tate
Fresno
Modesto
Ages: 2-10 yrs.
Ages 0-12 yrs.
(559) 494-0483
(209) 507-2604
Roxanne Fink
Chutni Young
Manteca
Madera
Ages 3-12 yrs.
0-12 yrs.
(209) 823-2021
(209) 259-9867
The above providers will only appear in
this month’s Newsletter. If they would
like to remain in the referral section,
providers will need to contact the
Modesto office each month at (800) 7554792, (209) 578-4792 , or

support@framax.net

Holiday Reminder
Just a reminder, Monday, September 4, 2017
was a holiday (Labor Day). If you were open and
served meals on this day, you will need to submit
a Holiday Verification Form with the children's
names (who were in your care) signed by the
parents.

Let’s Read!!
Good Bye Summer,
Hello Autumn
As trees sway in the cool
breeze, blue jays head
south, and leaves
change their colors,
everyone knows-autumn is on its way!
Join a young girl as she takes a walk through
forest and town, greeting all the signs of the
coming season. In a series of conversations with
every flower and creature and gust of wind, she
says good-bye to summer and welcomes
autumn.

The Roll-Away
Pumpkin
On a windy autumn day,
Marla Little comes
running down the hill
yelling, “Help! My giant
pumpkin is rolling away!
Onward it goes, rolling
and turning, with no sign
of stopping! Diddle-dee-doo! Oh, what shall I
do?” A little girl chases her giant pumpkin all
over town with some
help along the way.

Rosco the Rascal
Visits the Pumpkin
Patch

On a sunny autumn day,
brother and sister James
Page 8 is a coloring page to help us bring in the
and Mandy head to the
fall season…. We’re asking all providers to make
pumpkin patch with their
copies for each of their children (to color) and
dog, Rosco, to choose a
mail the colored pages back to the Modesto
pumpkin for Halloween.
office to help us decorate for the coming fall
While riding a hay
season. If you have a different project you would
wagon, visiting a petting
like to share, we would appreciate those as well.
zoo, and joining the kids
We enjoy seeing the work of the children hanging on a scavenger hunt, Rosco sometimes makes
up in our office throughout the year.
mischief. But when James and Mandy find that
two bullies are scaring other kids deep inside the
corn maze, will Rosco shape up and help out?

Coloring Page
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The latest research suggests that
sleep is essential to good health.
When children get the sleep they
need, they may have a lowered
risk of becoming overweight and
developing diabetes, as well as
fewer learning problems and
attention issues.

What’s the Big Deal About Sleep?













Sleep promotes growth. Growth hormone is
primarily secreted during deep sleep.
Sleep helps the heart. Experts are learning
more about how sleep protects against
vascular damage due to stress hormones
circulated when there is excessive brain
arousal.
Sleep affects weight. Tired children tend to
be more sedentary and crave higher fat or
carb foods.
Sleep helps beat germs. During sleep, the
body produces cytokines, the proteins which
the body depends on to fight infection, illness
and stress.
Sleep reduces injury risk. Children are
clumsier and more impulsive when they don’t
get enough sleep, setting them up for
accidents.
Sleep increases a child’s attention span.
Getting enough sleep helps children manage
their impulses so they can focus on
schoolwork.
Sleep boosts learning. Researchers have
found that newborns actually learn in their
sleep, and that sleep aids learning in children
of all ages.

What are the Consequences of too
Little Sleep?
Major Meltdowns - Moodiness is a major side
effect of getting too little sleep.
Trouble Focusing - Inattention on lessons in
the classroom can occur with just 1 hour less
sleep for five nights.
Weight Gain - Sleep deprivation can impact
the production of leptin, a hormone that signals
us to stop eating, thereby causing weight gain.
Extra Sick Days - According to research, too
little sleep weakens the immune system in adults

and it’s likely to have the same
effect on children, putting them at
a risk for illness.

Just How Much Sleep
Do Children Need?
The National Sleep Foundation
suggests these guidelines:
When Kids Are…
Up to 2 months
3-12 months
1 to 3 years
3 to 5 years
5 to 12 years

They Need...
10.5 to 18 hours
9.5 to 14 hours
12 to 14 hours
11 to 13 hours
10 to 12 hours

Encourage Self Soothing for Infants
Try not to let your infant fall asleep while eating.
Put her to bed while still awake, but drowsy.
Soothe without feeding, using techniques such
as swaddling and swinging. By 3 months, slow
your response time when baby awakes and she’ll
be more likely to drift back to sleep on her own.

Create a Solid Routine
A routine helps children wind down, putting them
in the mood to snooze. Establish a consistent
bedtime routine; include a bath, brushing teeth
and a story. A dim, cool space helps children tap
into natural circadian rhythms. Some parents
find a fan or other white noise can lull children to
sleep.

Remove Tech Temptations
If there is a television in the child’s room, remove
it! Restrict all screen time, the blue light emitted
from computers, smart phones and TV’s can
disrupt the body’s ability to drift off. Just two
hours of screen time right before bed is enough
to lower levels of melatonin by 22 percent.
Melatonin is produced naturally at night and
signals sleep to the body.
If your child could use more shut eye, take steps
to help them get it. Move their bedtime earlier 10
-15 minutes each night until they are getting
adequate rest. Follow a schedule. Unpredictable
snoozing times confuse the body’s internal clock,
making it tougher to fall asleep and stay that way.
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Whole Grain-Rich? Questions & Answers
Q How will Providers identify whole grainrich foods?

A If a whole grain is listed as the first ingredient
on the product’s ingredient list or the second
ingredient after water, then the product meets the
whole grain-rich criteria. Providers can also
request manufacturer documentation
demonstrating that whole grains are the primary
ingredient by weight. Additionally, Providers can
look for one of the FDA approved whole-grain
health claims on packaging.

Q Can Providers use the Whole Grain Stamp

Q Can wheat bread and rolls labeled as
“100% whole wheat” be used to meet the
whole grain-rich requirement?

A Yes, grain products that are specifically
labeled as “whole wheat bread,” “entire wheat
bread,” “whole wheat rolls” and “entire wheat
rolls,” are 100% whole wheat and are easily
identifiable as meeting the whole grain-rich
requirement. These products will not have any
refined grains listed in the ingredient statement.

Q In a recipe for bread, would ingredients

listed as 2 cups of whole-wheat flour and 2
(from the Whole Grain Council) to determine if cups of enriched white flour meet the whole
a grain product meets the whole grain-rich
grain-rich requirement?
criteria?
A Yes, as long as there are no other grain
A No. While the Whole Grain Stamp provides ingredients, which are not whole grain, it would
useful information on the amount of whole grains meet the whole grain-rich requirement. This is
a product contains, Providers must still use the
because it contains at least 50% whole grains
above criteria to determine if a product is whole
and the remaining grains in the food are
grain-rich.
enriched.

Q Do grain products have to be 100% whole
grain to meet the whole grain-rich
requirements?

A No, grain products do not need to be 100%
whole grain to meet the whole grain-rich criteria.
Whole grain-rich foods must contain at least 50%
whole grains and the remaining grains, if any,
must be enriched.

Q Are fully cooked grain products, such as
whole grain pasta, whose ingredient list has
water as the first ingredient, considered
whole grain-rich?

A Yes, a grain product is considered whole
grain-rich if water is listed as the first ingredient
and a whole grain is listed as the second
ingredient on the ingredient list.

Q Do Providers have the discretion to
choose which meals will include a whole
grain-rich grain?

A Yes, Providers may choose to serve a whole
grain-rich item at any meal or snack as long as
one grain per day is whole grain-rich. For
example, a Provider may serve cereal at
breakfast one day and a whole grain-rich pasta at
lunch the next day.
Adapted from: CCFP Roundtable’s Nutrition Edition, Issue 71
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Why is Physical
Activity Important?
Being physically active helps your preschooler(s)
learn healthy habits.

Health Benefits:






Active preschoolers are less likely to be
overweight. Learn how to tell if your child is
growing appropriately.
Some physical activities, such as running and
jumping rope, help bone growth.
Active children have stronger muscles and
healthier lungs and hearts.
Active children are less likely to develop type
2 diabetes.

Developmental Benefits:







Physical activity helps children develop motor
skills and coordination. Some activities that
help are:
 Walking, running, hopping
 Balancing, dancing, stopping
 Throwing, catching, kicking
Physical activity helps children feel good
about themselves. For example, they feel
proud after learning how to bounce a ball or
ride a bike.
Active preschoolers are more likely to be
happy.
Physical activity can also help in mental
development. For example, pretending to be
wild animals lets children use their
imagination and be creative.

As preschoolers run, climb, dance or stretch they
build endurance, strength and flexibility.
For more information, visit: www.choosemyplate.gov

Kitchen Activities
Having your preschooler(s) help you in the
kitchen is a good way to get your child(ren) to try
new foods. Kids feel good about doing
something “grown-up”. Give them small jobs to
do. Praise their efforts. Children are much less
likely to reject foods that they helped make. As
preschoolers grow, they are able to help out with
different tasks in the kitchen. While the following
suggestions are typical; children may develop
these skills at different ages. Make sure that
they wash their hands before helping.
At 2 years:
 Wipe tables
 Hand items to adult to put away (such as after
grocery shopping)
 Place things in trash
 Tear lettuce or greens
 Help “read” a cookbook by turning the pages
 Make “faces” out of pieces of fruits and
vegetables
 Rinse vegetables or fruits
 Snap green beans
At 3 years:
All that a 2 year old can do, plus:
 Add ingredients
 Talk about cooking
 Scoop or mash potatoes
 Squeeze citrus fruits
 Stir pancake batter
 Knead and shape dough
 Name and count foods
 Help assemble a pizza
At 4 years:
All that a 3 year old can do, plus:
 Peel eggs and some fruits, such as oranges
and bananas
 Set the table
 Crack eggs
 Help measure dry ingredients
 Help make sandwiches and tossed salads
At 5 years:
All that a 4 year old can do, plus:
 Measure liquids
 Cut soft fruits with a dull knife
 Use an egg beater
For more information, visit: www.choosemyplate.gov
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Homemade Instead of Commercially Prepared
Baked Chicken Nuggets

Skinny French Fries

Ingredients: 5 chicken thighs (boneless,
skinless), 1 cup cereal crumbs (cornflake type),
½ tsp Italian herb seasoning, ¼ tsp garlic
powder, ¼ tsp onion powder, 1 tsp paprika
Directions: Cut thighs into bite-sized pieces.
Place cornflakes in plastic bag and crush by
using a rolling pin. Add remaining ingredients to
crushed cornflakes. Close bag tightly and shake
until blended. Add a few chicken pieces at a time
to crumb mixture. Shake to coat evenly.
Microwave Method: Lightly grease an 8x12
inch baking dish. Place chicken pieces on
baking dish so they are not touching. Cover with
waxed paper and cook on high. Rotate chicken
every 2 to 3 minutes. Cook until tender, about 68 minutes. Conventional Method: Preheat oven
to 400ºF. Lightly grease a cooking sheet. Place
chicken pieces on cooking sheet so they are not
touching. Bake until golden brown, about 12-14
minutes.

Ingredients: 4 potatoes/sweet potatoes
(medium, cut into strips), 2 tbsp vegetable oil
Directions: Preheat oven to 450º. Lightly oil a
9x13 inch pan. Wash and cut potatoes. Pat dry
on towels. Spread strips of potatoes in one layer
in pan. Distribute remaining oil evenly over
potatoes. Bake for 30-40 minutes until potatoes
are golden brown and tender. Turn frequently.
Season to taste.
Recipe adapted from: www.usda.gov/whatscooking

Recipe adapted from: www.usda.gov/whatscooking

Unfried Fish Sticks
Ingredients: 1 lb cod or halibut fillets, salt and
pepper (to taste), 2 tbsp vegetable oil, 2 cups
panko breadcrumbs, 3 eggs (beaten), lemon
wedges Directions: Cut the fish into fingers
about ¾ inch wide. Season with salt and pepper.
Rub the oil on a sheet tray and preheat it in a
450ºF oven. Have 2 shallow bowls set up, one
with the panko crumbs and one with the eggs.
First dip the fish in the panko crumbs, then the
egg, and finally back in the panko to coat.
Arrange the fish on the preheated baking sheet.
Bake for 5 minutes, then turn fish and continue
baking 5 minutes more. Serve with lemon
wedges.
Recipe adapted from: CCFP Roundtable’s Nutrition Edition, Issue 62

Mozz Totz
Ingredients: 12 oz mozzarella string cheese (fat
-free), ½ cup milk (15 low fat), ½ tsp oregano
(dried), ½ tsp basil (dried), ½ cup dread crumbs,
½ cup marinara sauce (prepared, warm), cooking
spray (non-stick) Directions: Preheat oven to
350ºF. Line a baking sheet with foil and spray
lightly with cooking spray. Remove cheese from
package and cut into bite size pieces. In a small
non-stick skillet, mix oregano, basil, and bread
crumbs. Cook over medium heat, stirring
occasionally until crumbs are lightly browned,
about 5 minutes. Dip each piece of cheese in
milk and then into toasted bread crumbs, coating
completely. Place on baking sheet about 1½
inches apart. Spray string cheese lightly with
non-stick cooking spray. Bake 5-6 minutes or
until heated through. (Cheese may melt slightly
and lose shape. Simply press it back into place).
Dip in warmed marinara sauce and enjoy.
Recipe adapted from: www.usda.gov/whatscooking

Make copies for your children to color
and mail them back to us to decorate
our office for fall…..
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